Changes regarding the display method of
the Technical Conformity (Giteki) mark

The Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications has revised the indication or display method of the Technical Conformity mark (Giteki mark). These changes are as issued departmental order issued February 8th, 2019 to revise a part of the 5th in the Technical standards conformance certification of terminal equipment and a part of the 6th in the rule about the Ordinance on Technical Standards Conformity Certification of Specified Radio Equipment. These changes have come into enforcement effective on the same day.

Overview of the amendment follows.

1. The diameter of the Giteki mark, previously “3mm or greater” has now been changed to “the things which is the indication that anyone can distinguish easily”.

2. There has been added the method to display in a clear condition promptly in a screen of a product to the specified radio equipment by recording an electromagnetic display method to the specified radio equipment which certified the type certification. (It is limited to only in the case of follows: when you can display it by being connected in a display device having screen and cable broadcasting before starting those use.)

※When you display it by a method of above 2, it is required to declare all of the following: Display of conformity marks can be seen on the display device; Location of mark and description of method by which it is visible; Method of equipment operation to view said marks must be furnished to consumer provided with the product: published in owner's manual etc.

For questions please contact:

DSP Research, Inc.
Tel : +81-78-940-0120 or +81-78-940-0377
E-mail : sch_rf@dspr.co.jp